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▪ The availability and quality of water resources are still not fully accounted
for in different regions of the world.
▪ Many countries lack basic information such as observations of the required
hydro-meteorological variables.
▪ A consistent global reanalysis dataset of water resources, robust and long
enough to capture climate variability is currently lacking.

The challenge

The eartH2Observe contribution
▪ EartH2Observe will integrate available earth observations from different
missions, in-situ datasets from various sources, and state-of-art global
hydrological/landsurface models (10!) to construct a consistent Global Water
Resources Reanalysis (WRR) dataset of sufficient length (at least 30 years).
▪ The operational value of the outputs will be demonstrated and validated in a
number of case-studies across the world: Spain, Morocco, Estonia, Ethiopia,
Colombia, Australia, New Zealand and Bangladesh.

* GLOBAL:
Consistent  but coarse

LOCAL:
Detailed but sparse
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Water	is	everywhere…

*
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Water	is	everywhere…

*

How do we go from global to relevant  and what is the role of precipitation?

And what happens to the water 
in the reservoir?
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It becomes a Melon and get’s taken to 
town… (by Lada or Wolga)
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Water Resources and EO: World bank

Good water resources management and planning
are essential to sustain economic and human
development

There is great potential for space-based Earth
observation to enhance the capability to
monitor the Earth’s vital water resources,
especially in data-sparse regions of the globe

Despite this potential, EO data products are
currently underused in water resources
management.

Key variables defined:
precipitation, temperature, evapotranspiration (ET), normalized difference

vegetation index (NDVI), streamflow, soil moisture, wind speed,
groundwater recharge, groundwater level, surface water level, snow or ice cover,
snow or ice water equivalent, land cover change, pumping and groundwater change,
land subsidence, elevation, and water quality.

Source: http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/783571468196447976/
Earth-observation-for-water-resources-management-current-use-and-future-opportunities-for-the-water-sector
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Water Resources: World bank
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Water Resources (renewable, freshwater)

Water Resources Management must take into account hydrologic conditions as well
as how the flow and storage of water affects the ecological, social, and economic
systems

Water Resources Software such as hydrologic, hydraulic, hydro-geologic, and water
quality simulation and optimization model provide a means to quantitatively test and
evaluate the concepts and management strategies addressing water resource
issues.

All need data!

Source: FAO 
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Time spent in WRM study (expected initially)
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Time spent in WRM study  (excluding flooding)
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Time spent in WRM study  (excluding flooding)

Water budget!!!
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Time spent in WRM study  (excluding flooding)
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What I saw
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What I missed….

Photos: Micha Wener
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Time spent in WRM study  (excluding flooding)

Type Percentage
Precipitation data 25
Climate scenarios 20
Irrigation 18
Discharge data 10
Reservoir operation 10
Land cover 5
Snow/Glacier 5
Temperature/PET 5
Geology 2

My statement: ..” if we would have accurate catchment average P globally 
we would save a significant amount on each WRR study alone…”

... take the WB spending  (7.5 billion dollar), assume 1 percent is used for 
WRM studies (the rest hardware) this is 10 million per year for the WB alone!
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Examples
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SMHI HBV Manual

Example: HBV Rhine
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Example: HBV Rhine

SMHI HBV Manual
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Indonesia: Poor quality data, national coverage 
needed

Gauge corrected TRMM, Persiann, CMORPH tested. 
Result: use TRMM Real Time and perform own 
correction with validated gauges

Would it not be great to 
have a system in which 
users can upload their 
own gauges and get 

back a gauge corrected 
product????
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Indonesia: Poor quality data, national coverage 
needed

Vernimmen, R. R. E., A. 
Hooijer, Mamenun, E. 
Aldrian, and A. I. J. M. van 
Dijk, 2012: Evaluation and 
bias correction of satellite 
rainfall data for drought 
monitoring in Indonesia. 
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 16, 
133–146, doi:10.5194/hess-
16-133-2012.
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Myanmar: Inflow estimation for reservoirs
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Myanmar: Inflow estimation for reservoirs
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Colombia: Rio Mamore WRM study
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Morocco: only two gauges
Temporal average of precipitation for the time period 1979-2010 (mm/day)

Spatial average of precipitation for the time period 1979-2010 (mm/day)
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Morocco: 
only two 
gauges
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Some concluding remarks

● (Global) Precipitation products are extremely important for WRM
● They are getting better and better, merged products seem to be performing 

well
● Gauge correction can also deteriorate the quality
● How can we get those non-public gauges into the gauge correction systems?
● The perfect P product does not exists but better products really help in WRM!
● The last 10 WRR projects I was involved in all used some sort of satellite 

based P input!

And I did not even mention snow!
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Earth2observe 
portal: open 
source, open 
data
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Contact us ✉

Project-coordinator: Dr. Jaap Schellekens
Stichting Deltares 

✉ Rotterdamseweg 185
2629 HD Delft, Delft, The Netherlands 
Phone: + 31 88 335 8273
jaap.schellekens@deltares.nl

Email: E2O-contact@seven-solutions.eu

Website: http://www.earth2observe.eu
Portal: http://wci.earth2observe.eu
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